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elements· Cr or V and on a plain Fe-:l1- •. 3C _alloy. Marte~ .... 
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site was for~ed by cooling in liquid nitr_og~ -and aus-
. tenite _was produced ·b,y,. heating in molten salt or lead to ~ 
- ~ 
···~ -. . 
reversal temperatures selected to be approximately 100c 
above the appropriate Ar temperature determined by quan-
·~· .. ·;. 




"· temperatures were _760°c for the.· Cr alloy, 610°c for the 
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V alloy, and 5200c for the plain Fe-N1-C alloy. 
The cycled austenite of the Cr alloy ha.si_,double the · 
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cycle. The difference in austenitic strengthening ,re-
sponse beiween these 1;wo alloys is due in large pa.rt .. to 
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the fact that the v. allo.1 contained more . m.artens1 te before 





. / !ferwent cyclic transformation. Previous work has shown· 
simil~r -increases 1n vield strength upon cycling Fe-Ni-C 
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. of like amoun~ of uncycl~d martens1,t J The vleld strength 
Of the ·cvcled Cr alloy decreased slightlv compared to the 
same amount of uncvcled martensite, _possibly due to oier~ 
' . 
tempering or recovery at the relatively high reverse.l 
. ~ . 
~-/ 
temperature. Partial reversal before cooling the_Cr 
alloy 1n·11quid nitrogen resulted in a sma11·1ncrement, 
or·strengthening~ 
\ . ' 
The plain Fe-Ni~C alloy showed a modest 
-·increase ~<n strength. after cycling along with an increase 
· 1n duct111 ty. 
· The V alloy martensite increased in elongation from 







ment· of .. stre.ngthen1Ylg., 1'h1s strength increase can be 
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accounted for theoretically by an increase 1n dislocation· 
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Rece~t years have seen the advent of many. new.matel'-
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of strength and duct~lity. Fol' stee·ls, in particular, 
various thermal and thermomechanical treatments have · · 
-~-~ . 
shown promise and demonstrated that ductility need-not 
'<;\ 
necessarily be sacrificed to obtain an increase 1n strength. 
' . 
Loss of duct111ty~1s not directly a~sociated with an 1~ 
. - . ' 
crease in ~trength, but rather with a decreas,e 1n ~he pr°J 
~) ' . 
pens1ty of a material to strain harden. · Perhaps ·the-·-·mos· 
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~ . . I . 
dramatic evidence of this fact ts given by Zackay et. al.1 ~ · _,. ' ... 
. . ... 
. ~ A, 
· \1n their recent work on transformation-induced plast1ctty. 
This phenomeno~ depends upon steel~ designed so that, after 
a thermomechanical treatment, the austen1t1c steel may 
-·- -·--- - --- ·--- -- -- .. - -- -·,•-- ---- --- - - - - --·· - - . -· -·- -·- - - - . 
- . -- . . ., - --- ....... - -·~ 
. transform to martensite d~~1ng loading. The strain-in- · .. 
• 1r 
!duced transformation causes a high rate of strain harden- · 
1ng, resulting in very large-uniform.elongation. 
. ~-- ' 
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Another process which has received much attention 
~~- -
---~-----.- --
_w~.1-'~_SIJ>.~<?tJ~C> .. ttie_ C>Pti.-~Jz,it!o~ of. i:>:t"QP~rt1e!L 1.$_~u_a ... ·-=· --~--~:~~~---- ____ _ 
r ....... • 
....... 
form1ng2 ,3, 4• In this process metastable a.usten1te 1s : 
- ----- hot-worked prior to quenching.· The highly imperfect . 
... 
., 
. . -- ... --=· - ·------~--x-
... 1nher1ted by the martensite which forms on_ quenching. 
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· dislocations 1·s then s1gll1f1;cantlv stronger than ~arten-,. · . · · 
. ! 
.. 
s1 te formed from a.nnealed austen.1 te in the same all,01 •. ...... : ... ; ... t 
,i 
' ... t . -· .\ ' 
· CyClic "transfor~at1on5-B ls a Process which can he 
I 
·-'. :_. th~ught of as being analo}~OUS to ausfoi,.ming.. This -1-s a 
"'':, 
·I 
--------------~- . _ .. purely thermal treatment which employs the reverse mar-
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tensitic transformation of martensit~ to austenite as 




well as the direct :transformat1ori of austen1te to mar- · 
tens1te to increase dislocation density and refine the 
·-, 
structure of succesS1Ve pha.ses7,a: Gra.n~e9 has shown that 
/ 
a high degree of austen1t1c. gratn refinement (on the 
. -- ---··---~----·--···--····----~ -·----·---.-~· - ·--· -·.
 - -
-
level pr·oduced by cyclle - transformation) is capable of 
causing a significant st&ngth increase while at the 
~ same time allowing good ductility. Cyclic transformation 
.. ' 
. has been shown to ·result in considerable strength in-
creases 1n austen1t1c Fe-Ni-C alloys? but appears to·oe 
much les,s ·effective 1n strerigtheriing martens1 tic steels 
• 
- .. ,, .I: 
. 
--. - __ ._,,__,_-..-; 
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r ,, 
·· ·. - · or-eh~ same composi t~on6 • 7. ·· ·· ······ · · · ·· · · ·=.:·_. . .. -·~~ ... . .~---. ____ .. _~ ___ _ 
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Recent art1cles10 •11 have demonstrated theil1~por- . 
tance of carbide-forming elements. in strengthening aus-
.---- .. -- ~-----·-.• ·- .,.cc,_ .. _____ . f.ormed' Fe-N1-C base steels·.·· ~ These· carbide-fo-rDling eie~~· .. -.,.~-~~~-~·~··~--~· ,._ .... ____ .·".·"-·"··· 
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_______________
__ m_dn.ts have resul_ted 1n. t_he __ f.o.rm_ation__of_ ..... f.1.ne_ alloy_ ... c_ar~--·~--~-------·--·-·-
,. 
bides during the ausform1ng process which a.ct· as a.ids .1_n 
.. 
. dislocation multiplication during J~he high~temperat;qre 
. . . 
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-~· 'J_·. 
defor~at1on of austenite and also act to hinder dislo-
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cition movement in the product martensite.· ... 
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. . . __ tr_ix •. · I~ view qf t·he s1m.1larity between ausforming and . a' ~·, I• 
V.----
· .. cyc],ic transform·at1on, ·~t. is possible that ~arl;>ide- _ 
.. ·-· ---- .-.. , .. ,- -··· . - . - . -- --~- - -- - - ,... __ _ ---~- -------------. 
. ~~~ : 
........... -----•--------'-~· ~'----· ~.-.. ..·-c· .. , ..... , .... ·- .. - -~--· . 
--~ • I 
. fo~ing el·ement~ could be beneficial-· to the. strength of .... , . 
,":: 
r 
cyclically transformed Fe-Ni-C base alloys in both the· 
I 
i austeh1t1c .. ~nd martensitic conditions, not so much from -·."·. b i 
·,• "'"·'•" , r' 
~ 
,. 
the point of v1ew of dislocation mult1pl1cat1on during 
processing, but because of the enhan.ced dispersion 
strengthening effects o_f _.,,very fine alloy carbides ·rorme4 
.... during the reversal process. It 1s the purpose of this 
1nvest1gat1on to study and analyze the effect of carbide-
~~ 
forming elements on the structure and properties.of Pe-
N1-C base alloys. which have been subjected ... ·to cyclic 
trans format 1 on.· <\--,.__ __ .. \ -
·-----~~- -~---------
-~. ~~------.. ~--·------.. -. ' '' ---------
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The_comPsoS1tions pf the steels used in this investi-
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· ___ -,-__ ga.tion ·ar..e __ lis.ted __ ·_tn T.e.hl.e·---L--------Each all-oy .wi:J.-1- -be--- -iden--- - ------. ....:..-~-----------~-------
.,..,, I. "\ 
t1f·1ed by. the des·1gnat1on shown· for 1·t 1·n the first col- -. 
. 
••• '· 1' 
' . 
umn of Table I. The alloys were vacuum melted into 100 lb. 
1ngdts, annealed at 2J00°F for 1 hour, hot r6lled into 
bars of oval cross section. and finally forged to rod of . 
roughly 3/.4" diameter. Note from Table I that two of the 
-·- . 
a.1-loys contain· either chromi11!D or vanadium as strong car-
. ; 
bide-f,of'm!ng elements ·while the third alloy is a pla1_1.1 
Fe-~N1-C alloy. All alloys contain about o •. 3 ·weight. per~ 
, 
.. cent carbon while· the· nickel conten.t_ is adjusted so that 
// 
! 
the alloys will b~ austen1t1c at room temperature· and will 
form a significant .. amount _·of martens! te on cooling to 
--------0-:-- --------- .. -------------------:-:_ ____ ' ··---. ------ ··----·--·- __ · -------- ----··--- ---- ------- - ------ .... --------------------
-196 c. .- · -
The stock w.as received in the form of bars about 6' . 
. . 
. long a~d was cut into 10" ··section·s-·-to fac111 tate heat 
. . 
·!···;~---.. ~ ~ .... _, "'-~~- '· ---~·~,-,).~;~~~:.~~1!_~"'._"~r..:~:";~":.~!h',~•¥J 't;: E,· .. :·-~ _.-·,,•."',;;.I"~-~-· ,, _:•. '' . . . . : .,· ," . -:J.,l,',;•.;· ~~-. ,,'."-· i ·' •.. ~ •• : .: . • ~·:,•-:-:.. 
. ,. ~- ·-: ~ ... _ ···;·'"''''·•···-: ~.. ... ~ - .. __ .... ·-
treatment.· Some of the a~ and V _alloy bars .contained cen-
·- t_e_r_ bursts and _only_ those· __ piece~ _ .. t;hat ~!3a.r~d ___ soun~---~~ ___ _: _____ ~. 
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. _. .. ---------- _., ....... ,-. ·, ...... ------ : --- r--The1--Cr-·· alloy was homogenize~d ·by h-ea.t1n:g under vacuum· .. -,_ 
! __ .. -!·./ . . . -. . -/ . .. ....... ·- . . . . . jti, . ·- . . ' .., 
- --.---: ~--_~:-:! __ :_, ·· ·;····· _·:·~-----io --'.1-ol}O°-C-----fo-r 4 -hours ·and air cooling. · The V and pla"i.n 
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.· Mo Cr 
- -
• 001 · <. 003 
.007 4.5 
.ooR <.01 
V Ni C 
- -
-·.: 
.003 24.9 "?9 ..... 
<.002 15.20.30 
1.. 00 21. 8 J • J 1 . 
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. ·.sile specimens ·were machined. t'he latter met,hod of homo ......... -~-- '_'. . . 1-:.... ... ~~ ! 
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, .. ,geniza.tion, proved t,o be 111ore satisfactory ·1n· -that. rap-id · - 1 




·. , cooltng was facilitated·-,and several 10" sections could 
. . . l! 
-
-0 • be hornog~nized at one time._ 
--··----....._ -·--·· --------'--- .. --~ . ' .. ________ .... _, ____ ··----·--··---··--· -····-· .. - .:-:... .. ··--. -· •. ' ... -·--··--Zt. .. ----- ------ ·----- ·---- --- ···-··------. -- ------·--------- __ : _________ , __ _...,_ ________ .. -~--~~ ·-------·· 
·o 
. ":.. . 
... All three alloys were austen1t1c 1n the bulk after 
the nomogenizat1(?n ·treatments, although some surface mar-. 
tensite was; obse~red on el·ectropolished surfaces of the V 
·l 
and Cr alloys. Two ~uarter-inch round tensile specimens 
~ were machined from each homogenized 10" section. · The 
- .. 
tensile specimens had 1~" gage lengt.hs and 7 /8" long inter-
- . 
- mediate shoulders ··or • 375" diameter. About 3/~" of extra 
--,,;- I1iater1al was left at one end of each tensile specimen 














Martens1te was fdrmed by cooling the specimens in 
------ --- ----·--· 
. 0 - J . ~ 1 qu i 1d---n-itrogen----at-----1:-96-~--f-or- --3-&---1111nu t·es • --- This treat- ----~ 
ment w~s not sufficien't to fo.rm 100':( ma.rte.ns1te .in an.y of 
). 
the three alloys, .but· the structures" obtained were mostly 
. ~ . . . ', . \ ' 
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. .. . 
·- ·· alloy to about 90·( in the plain Fe-Ni-C alloy. 
r • 
,. -:··· 
. Quant1 tat1 ve determination of percent, martensi te by I 
.h ..... .- ... ··-----·- ... _ •· .. ···-·-··· - . - .. -· •· . -.- .. -....... . 
I 
-___ t-i.·ay diffraction wa~·-- ~a~r.ied. out on the quenched. spec!-, --~-
,•_ ' I - -- • ) 12 ° • · • • -
________ ·_-____ -___ -=-..-_------. - ____ ---~ ==me~-.----·· ~e- met had----as-ed-------e-empa-red--t:he-~v-eFa-ge---i--n-t-eg-ra-t-e4--~~----
. . -- . 
1nte~s1ty of the (22Q) and (311) austenite peaks with 
. . 
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· that of the ( 211) mart(nsite · peak. 
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.·:-·~r. t~_e· ~ttte·grateq. 1ntens1tl of ~he- ma:rtens1te peak to· 
eq11al amot1t1t of the -two phase,s was· ce.-lculated_ from- data 
in C11111ty13 to be 1.)6. I'he vol1.1aie- .fra.c·t1on of aus-
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r ·where I.a is the ~verage· .1l'ltegrated 1ntens1 ty of t.he aus-- · 
tenite peaks and Im is the integrateq intensity of the 
-
ma.1'tens 1 te peak. ·r-he a.ccurac.Y of the X-1~a.y method was 
checked by a systematl~ two-d1mens1o~l p~lnt count14• 
For the as-quenched Cr alloy the X-ray method gave a value 
-~ 
of 65( martensite ·while a point count of 3200 total points 
1 yielded 67.1( with a standard d·ev1at1on of 2~t. This goQd 
! correlation between the two methods justifies the use of 
the X-ray method, especially whert it becomes difficult to 
----------~---~- - d1st1ngu.-1s--n- b·etween austen1te an.d martens1te, as 1n the 
1111crostructures of cycled samples. f 
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tation-in the specimen. Mlller12 points out that the pre--
sence of.preferred orientation 1s indicated when the inte- · 
g!ated 1ntens1t1es of the two austenite peaks differ great-
----------------- ____ -_l~Y---· · Even ___ then,~- the use. o.f the two austen.1te peaks tends 
~-
" to average out the _error so that the method is reasonably I 
- . - --- -· .--~ --- - ----
•--•• -•~••• - _ __:,..:._...:..~------- ... -·•-·-----A••---••••• 
accurate unless the a_rea under the two peaks differs by 
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0
-L'tr---' ~-~~h-ta.1-ned----was- checken. b~, 'prepari~'tg:--oth-~r 'specimens. . . i 'II., I>, '. 1 
I, ... "; 
f'· l 
f_:_·:,: . ' . 






. I _____ _ rorn1ation f'rom martensite to f:l.USt;~nit.e is cqrnplete, Ar~ ....... --------------,-------
" was det~rmined for each allo.v. Smail_ c·ylindr1·cal spec1-
,. 
m8ns t" in diameter were immersed in heatlr.re: media for 
(~ ... / 
• 
r f \ 
•• 
... set times sufficient to allow the spec1:ne-ns to reach the 
temperature of the heatin.g ·'lled~_u111. · Cr alloy specimens 
were heated by 1nmers1on in molten ·salt while the otner-
two alloys· were heated ln molten~...__ The specim·ens 
were withdrawn from the baths and water-quenched. X-ray 
. 
-
determination~of percent martensite and hardness tests 
were done and ·these values were plotted versus trial re-
~ 
. 
versal temperature for·each alloy. From these plots 1t 






-----~------- ~ --------sal-- temperature--t-o---be---us-ea:----was ·always --·somewhat -higher than 
• 
the Ar"' 
Martensitic tensile specimens of the Cr alloy were 
reversed in a salt bath for 2} minutes at the chosen re-
versal temperature. The other two alloys were reversed in 
- -. . molten· lead for 1 minute. Temp~rature of the heating media 
...... 






• •••' 0 -- ~ • 
.-M • • 
~ stain-Iess steel tube. After reversal the s·p~_c1mens ______ .______________ _ ~--,..--~- __.,._ _______ _ -/~- ·-- -
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~- ·--·~on.~-cyGle martensite" ·was 9btaine.d by quen~hing_ in ·11qu1d · 
~ " . . . .. ' .·- . -.. . . . 
lj 
Tensile test~ were perform~~ on a 26,000 l~~ c~pari- · 
' . 
- .·.-1ty Instron unit. at a crosshead speed of O. 05" per min. 
·. ----==--~----·--------- --~ ----:··- ··· ·.- E·longation· ·was · ~110!11 tored with·- a.··-1·••- ·--extensometer· capa1:>-1e 
of extending ~ ''. · Although the elongations -obtained· we~e 
within the ra~ge of the ·extensometer, the device was re-
._,.../ ... -~.·. .··' ' .'• . 
I 
-••-···-- -- _____ c· • .....0.-----••--•-
. '·"'." move~_ bef o.re fra.ctu1'e to avoid damaging 1 t·. The final 
. - ··elongation 1~as ,meas11red as .the' distance between two refer- ~' 
·ence.marks~ originally 1" apart on the gage length. 
" 
' . 
The amount of martensite in the o~e-cycle martensite 
cond1t1on was usually different from that of the uncycled 
condi t 1on. Also, . the amount of martens 1 te varied from· al-- S 
loy to.alloy. l~ order to facilitate comparison of strength ' ' 








+ 1 } 
i 
yield strength versus percent rnartens1te obta·1ned by i 
., 
------ __ __£7 _________ -- - ........ --
' 
·-· --·-·-- ·----- ··-----··--·--------- . -------·-- -~-
que!lching an~ea.led tensile specimens to various tempera-
. . . . .- :-·.· 


















. Specimens for X-ray- and metallographic observation 
were prepared from tiiscs cu't from the ends of tensile - · ·~·. ------ - • ........ ~· ·--· ~ ... , .. ~~·· -·-··· ·-··-··- -j. .... 
) -· ~ ·--
specimens. These discs were gro~nd through 600 grit wet 
,~ . 
·' 
paper and electrolytically polished using a solution of 
. 
If=---,---~~-----~------ 5% -perchloric--glacial · acetic acid at 60· volts in a Buehler-·-- · 
• 
' 4 
_{· · _ _:_ __ .· --.. ~agitat.or... Chem.1c~l etching was .done 1n A4 modified Marbles 
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obt.~1f1ed 'b:Y)a.;:r:':lt?:di_ng i·'· ._ dlaJlleter discs' .tc-Q, ••. a. thickness ,of'">- ... _-~-,~-~ ~-,I 
t, • . 
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. ~'i; 10 to 15 ~1ls on rotatin~ wet paper before che~ically 
Final thi·n- . 
.. .. ' 
__ ·_ ~1rig wa.~ ~c-c_QtllPl1she_~ by electrolytic Jet polishing with ····- --- ----- ---·-- .. - -· -- -'t--· 
. 
' 
a solution of 755cc glacial acetic· acid, 150g ~a2cro4 
,~ 
' Aft'er cutti!lg a0nd mount1_ng in copper fold- . 
over grids, foils were examined_ on a!! RCA EMU-JG elect1·on 
microscope operating a.t 100 KV. Determ1rrat1on of.the camera 
constant was .done with a thallus chloride standard. The 
diffraction patterns obtained with the EI~-3G were not 
t.i, 
exactly circular. However, the camera constant was deter-. 
·-mined by measurement of the standard pattern in one raa1al 
direction and subsequent measurements on observed patterns· 
were made in the same direction. The camera constant de-
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' ' ·- Several methods of extracting carbides for 1dent1f1·-
15 
-cation were attempted. One method. involved floataty:>n of 
' a continuous film of carbides from a ·surface l;>y loos:ening 
~ in cold 5( bromine 1n absolute methanol. This method 
•.' proved unsuccessful so regular carbon extraction repl1cas 
- .. -... ~~ ....... ;. _- -,: , ...... -· '~~ ,. , ........ - ... --~·-·· - - ··- -·· . ... . .• _ _..._ .. __ ..... . 
.. 
. 
were prepared by chemically etching-. electropol1shed spec·1-
mens 1n 2-i nital a-1.d vacuum depositing a. thin film of car-I' ,_J • 
--
-~~---~b-=-On ___ on ___ t_he r·sur_face_. _______ 3_tr1pp1ng lfB.S attempted first ··1n -~-
.. · . 16 . 
. ·bromine in cold abs·olute methanol but better results 
-· .. -······· --
--- -•-------·---··-----·-----... ------. - - ... -
·· were obtain~d by st~ippi_ng in a solution of 5% nital. A-
~ .- ... 
I •~~-. 
. ,. JJ.' 'i . .. 
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.m1-xture of. ·:l·· parts_ · .. d1st11Led water 
was used 
' 
to straight~n the 
on ·steel 
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··rn. prd.e_r_ t_o. devel.op he_a.t. proeedures· for pro-
·._/ duci!lg strer1gthen1·vi.g by cyclic t~an formJti~n, · the Ar 
. . "' 
.temperatures, _those temperatu~_~s at which a.11 the mar- . -~ 
--- H., 
'4:, : . . 
tens 1 te .ha.s transfor111ed to austen1_te, were experimentally 
\. 
-determined. Just ·above the Ar, a maximum density of im-
perfections produced by the reverse transformation should .. 
' p 
ex1st8 and shol't time heat treatments in the temperature· 
range which produces· these structures sho·uld, result in.,,. 
higher strengths than conventional treatments-which do not 
I ' ' 
produce the -s-ame densities of imperfections in the aust~nite. 
' ~---
F~gure 1 shows the var1ati~n of percent martensite and 
. 
J'. ·hardness versus trial reversal .temperatu1'e for the Cr al-
,. I • • • 
--· 
-- - --·---.··------ ~- -- ---------- -- ------ ·-·- --- --· --- ---- ·-·----·--- - ---- .. -- ---- ··- --··--·:..__--------·--------· -·--··--·-·--------- .. ----- -
loy, V alloy, and plain Fe-1'11-C ailoy. The · Ar temperature 
f -
·1s identified as that temperatur,~ at which. the amount of .. 
martens·1 te reaches · ze1'0 and the hardness levels off. 
. ' ' ~ ' The 



















- t. ' /~ 
· chosen standard reversal -te.mperatures are given ·1n Table II;, .. ij 
# 
and are 10°c higher ~han the Ar temperatures. ~ . f 
l<C-.,.•·~,,,.,.,:, . ..,,,.,...,~ ......... ,._.. • ..,,...., ... ..., .... -..-.._...,,.,,.,, •• ~.-..n.-,t_,_,,,,,..., . .,.,~ ... ~~.-... , ... r, .. ,- .. ,-, .. , ..... , .. · •' •-. -••· - '·' · __ ._ ............ _.,, ··· ......... , .. · · ,·.,·~~ ....... ;·;._.~.- •. ,_...,,,.··-. · ... ,·u--'·--·,··•••'"'"'·~::i.•·-J-~~-• ... ,..,.,,,·~·,,.,..,.. _ _... .... _:.,..i.~, ·,n.-...=--. ..-......_,,.,_, ..• , ...• ~ •. -.· 
. . . . t 
... 
.· .... Figtire 1 sh~ws·that the hardness of the Cr allor · 
which was h~ated t_o_ ?oooc. is only ·slightly .lower than ,that 
. ~ 
. - .... ..- ,.·' - '' ' ' - --- /l 1 /!. -.-
~~~~-"-';,-'-~'"·=-·-~·-~------......,...;a···--__as-~qllenched st1,icture. T_hi_s ~S. taken to. R~an __ ~1ncl1-~----~ 
.. cation ·that thls alloy has unde.rgone secondary hardening • 
• -~ ~. • ~~ - • - ·- - - • ,j 
i .. 
--· ____ ,, ______ . ___ __,____ -- ___________ ... ________ --- - .. ...... . I 
-- . - - . ----· -------.----~------... ·---------· -· - ·----
The secondary hardening temperat1.1~e for commercial Cr 
.. _~. ---~--~ ···-·· 
., .. , 
'J 
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oc Reversal Temp • 
• 
2t min. 750 760 
1 min. 600 610 
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. _:___ __ · ~ _in ha._xdness of the reversed au'sten1 te occ11rs at high tem·-
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' · · p~atu1 .. es due· to 1'ecove1'y and recrystallization of the as->··,,.,_ · · 
'· .. ""~, - ~: ' 
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· l'eversed austen1t1c st.ructure. 
. u . 
'.!he hal'dness curv.e of the V alloy 1n · Fi-gure 1 ·illus-
trates strongly the effect of s·econdary hardening. For 










_ ·this alloy ·t;he secondary hardening begins within th-e- .. -~~e=== 
of trial reversal temperatures _ and coincides with·· the be.-
--~----- . -- .. ' . 0 
ginning. of the re.verse transformation at 500-550 c. In 
this alloy secondary hardening br\ngs the hardness of a 
70·( martensi tic structure almost up to that of the as-
quenched s7~t martens! te. , 
/ The plain Fe-Ni-C alloy, as expected, shows .. no ev1"!9 
dence for secondary hardening and, as in the V ailoy, the 
. 
· range tQof trial reversal temperatures was low enough to 
avoid recovery and recrystallization as indicated by the 
-Pe-lati-ve-ly eens-tan-t----hardness -of -the----r-eversed -austen-1t-e---as---











• ,·-· •'• _ • _, ••--•·---•u-••do'---~~-: ,., .. _,- ,_, ..... ~ .. ,.,,,.,,,-·.-;.,,~-•· ,. ' 
.... . . .. , 
.the Cr, V, an~-. plain Fe-:11-C -alloys are shown 1n Figures It 
· 2( a) , . 3( a) and 4{ a), ~~specti vely. The homogentzeq. Cr .. -- .. ~-.,--.--,:~-,---.. -.-. ... _.- .. ___ 
. ' 
alloy consisted. of austen1 te gral·ns of ASTrr1 grain s1ze 1 ' . 
1------------· ------···-- ...... ---- -,----·-·---··----·------------···--·--- - ···-·- .... ------------------- --·----,--., .. T·---------·---·•·.··: J ·------ ~ ---------- - --- -----~ ---.--~-~---·---------
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·No. 6 with numerous anneal:ing t.w1ns~ Some ce.111b1des are 
I-
-·- ··-- ·- --- - ·-· -·------ r --
- ... - -----r --·--- .- · -- ---.. -· ---·--pres~nt, -~~sp·ec1-ally .... at· gra1n---b-oundar1es~- · ·· Iri~·-sp1te -of -- these.,/ 
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. ·. -· . carbides, 1 t is beli~ved that. en~ugh carbon· is in -solution :· . 
~ . 
, . 
--~---· ·;-·-_··:.: --ror the purpose·s of thi·s - investigation~ · The presenc·e· of· .. . 
' 
',, __ .,.' 
.. 
· · · $Urface m.artensi te in small · colonies on the surface of 
the otherwise austenitic specimen indicates ~hat_the.M8 
temperature for the bulk_ is -_·slightly below room tempera-.. 
\ ..... ,. , .. . 
ture. 
The_.as-homogen1z~d V ~lloy, .F1gure_.-J(a) ,~ shows, a 
larger austenitic grain size (ASTM No. O) and no carbides 
'• 
~ 
a.re observed, indicating --t-h·e. eff-e-etiveness- of the· h-omo-~ 
genization treat~ent used for this alloy. A large amount 
~ 
. of surface martensite is p~esent 1n this alloy,· but it 
~-appears to ·take the for-m of ·1nd1v1dual chevrons, rather 
than the colonies observed in the Cr alloy. That t·hese 
chevrons are surface martens1te rather than bulk marten-
" site was substantiated by observation of surface relief 
. ·-t 
. ,.: 
, ' .' 
••• 1 
after electropolishing and also by not~ng that these . . 
. -·-
' ' 
----- ·--······-· ·-·· - ---·-·--··~---------·----~~-------~-. 
chev1'ons are not so evident in microstructures obtained 
by cooling the homogenized structure to ~196°c. 
. ~ 
. . The homogenized plain Fe-Ni-C alloy shown in Figure 
.~ ·4(a)·¢ontains hb. ~urface martensite and shows no evidence 
-of coarse carbide precipitation. It has a grain· size 
•· 
of -abou-t ASTM iio. · 2 and many annealing .twins throughout •. 
___ ·. _ _Figyr_e.s._ ... 2(c_) ,. 3( c), and 4( c) illustr9:te the a.usten1t1c 
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versed alloys· consist of ·ro~gh ai'eas ~hat a.re austen1t:1c 
I ,, " 
remnants of the·or1ginal martensite plates ·which_ haye un-
... 
dergone the reverse martensit1c transformation~ Smooth-
etc'hing areas denote the original retai-r1ed austen1te· whi~h 
. ·' ,_ •. l 
has re~ained essentially unchanged. All reversed struc-
tures have been considerably refined to the level of the 
prior martensi tic structure by a cycle of tra._nsforma:~ion. 
1t1c 
Sul''face--marte~sit·; was· noted on the r~ersed austen-
specimens of the _Cr alloy, but~ on the other two· 
alloys. This is an indication that stabilization of th·e V 
. ... 
-~·~-a11·oy has taken place by the reverse tr~_ns·rormat1on. The . · 
rev·ersed Cr alloy appeared to_ be less st~b~e, possibly due 
el ... ··~··,~·· ,• .Ctf'll\ • 
i;o extensive tempering _at the relati·vely high reve1"sal 




The types of m1crostructures obtained by cooling the 
' ,, 
,···!, 
. 0 . . ho·mogenized specimens to -196,C a.re shown in Figures·2(b), 
3{ b) , -·and 4{ b). The martensit1c st~ucture was acicular 
ln all three alloys. The variation in plate size was much 
. --- greater _i_ri ___ tne -pI~~fin-·-Fe-Ni-C--alloy, --n·gure-4( b), -and··--1--rr--the 
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...~ <•--. 
. larger plates of this alloy, ~idribs are seen but often 
·---'----------·------·-· . . - ----- .. -·-- - . --- - ., . - - --
............ 
. , 
L. cannot be distinguished f1·om twins runni~g nearly parallel -
. . ~ 
-, 
. : .. 
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_plate size is such as to make optical resolu:tion·or these 
. ' . 
. --- ·- -- -~ -
I -
_ _ _ ... _ . . ..· plates dlt~:rtcult · and-mol!e- -ln-:t'orma-'bi1>n wtll be pr-ese~ed ---. _-·. -·. 
--- .. ,· 
1n the section·on .Electron Microscopy. 
Retained austehite was present to some extent in all 
... of the martens1t1c alloys. The as-quenched Cr alloy con-
sisted of about 35% retained austenite compared to about 
, . 
.. 
20% 1n the cycled martens1t1c structure of the same alloy. 
The as-quenched V alloy had 13% retainad austenite com-
pared to 18.t in the cycled martensite. The plain Fe-Ni-C 
alloy had 9.% and 11( retained austen1te in the as-quenched 
and-cycled conditions, respectively. No trend 1s evident 
. ....:..........---~--- -
w1 th· respect to the propensity of a mater1a1. to form more ---------
-~- _ or le~s martens~ after· cycling • 
. . 




In order to 1ll9.ke as complet.e a correlation between 
strength and structure·as possible, the V al:J..oy, which 
was most ·responsive to cyclic·strengthening treatments, was· 
--~--- - - --- subjected to consi·derable electron microscopic- study. Fig-
ure 5 shows the type of structure· obtained in one-cycle 
" . 
•• ' ,J ,\ 
-- -~---'··- a11sten1te. 
' austenit·ic structure-. . A high density of ¥ery fine 
I • 
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· · ·prec1p1 tates is v1s·1ble as well as·dislocatidn tarigl~s. ... . 
·" ture is similar to th~t noted .by Hyatt and Krauss 7 for . 
-Fe-Ni-. 0 5C and Fe-Ni-- .:6.c al-1-oy:s ifhich had· undergone simi-
lar t1,.ea tment. 
in this alloy. ·. 
·No evtdence for recrystallizatiori 1s noted . . 
. I 
The structure obtained by quench1n.g .the re~~-~~~!i au~- · 
' 
·tenite in liquid nitrogen 1s shown in Figure 6. This struc-
ture seems somewhat more refined than the parent austen-
, 1te due to the_ second generation of fine martens1te plates. 
The fine · precipitat~s are still present and many tangl-ed 
- 't'~ 
d1slocati6ns are also evident. 
'• 
Figures 7 and 8 are high magnification views of thin 
f:o1ls of the one-cycle austen.1 te and· martens1 te; res pee---- ~ 
~- .. 
.. 




soc1ated dislocation tangles in more detail. A size est1-
-
mate for the particles was based on observations of several 
foils of single cycled austen1te and martensite and the . -.-.. --;,,= 
diameter of the particles appears to be around 100A. The· 
. mean spacing. beti'leen the particles { based on the as sump-
-· tion o·f a cubic array) was cal"Culate{\ by counting the num-. 4-. ---... 
- -- ~-, 
~ ber of particles per unit area on the areas shown in Fig-
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· assumed ·to ea-lculate the ?)umber· of part1cles,~'.per unit· •-,: .. ...... , ~ 4 
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. The mean spacing,· A , was.,,then·: d1etermined 
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. . "' where .R 1s the estimated par:ticle ··radius ( 50A-) ." In this ... -. ·· 
manner, X was ·determined to be about 375A. 
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. . ---·--· _.., __ - -• ·.... . ... : ..• .-"- -In view_ of. the composit.ion and treatment·· of the V · 
alloy, two poss1bil1t1es exist for the type of ·carbide 
~f. 
· which is present in the cycled samples a Fe3_c and· VC. .. 
Tekin and Kelly17 h8.ve shown that in V steels above 5000c, 
· V·C platelets precip:itate on dislocations during th~ tem-
pering of martensite, causing secondary hardening. While 
the part1oles observe~_ appeared to be spherical in this 
1nvest1gat1on, they were extremely small and not clearly 
' I 
resolved. Also the heating cycle was short and not co~-
pa·rable to the times normally used in tempering steel. 
Selected·area diffraction patterns taken from thin 
- I 
• ·~ ·r . . 
·, 
foils of the eye.led specimens did not furnish conclusive 9 
. 
. evidence as to ithe 1dent1ty of the precipitate. Also, 
Davenport18 'has shown that small epitaxial Fe3o4 particles 
may easily be ,Lmista.ken for VC in dark f1eld illumination. 
Q" 
.. 
Therefore, in ord~r to conclusively identify the prec1p1~ 
tate-, carbon ex1tract1on replicas were used. 
, ":-










_ ___,___,.-..--:==-~....----.=:--~-~-· ba~de-r1-ved-·:From-----t-he----ca.-rbon··---ext·r-acrt1-on · ·rep---1-1-ca- in -- bri-ght ~ '.;.,......_.L • . .1 ' • • . . . 
- .·.field illumination. - -- ----- - --However-,· the diffraction pattern Qf_._ ·----·----,-.------ _ " . ., ,, -- -- -- ·-····- -.--- .. --
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___________ ..... --------·- ·----------- . ______________ .... •-- •- . 
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the same area cons1sted·of several well-defined rings · (I 
. . 
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. . . . ··. that the p#ll'ticles ob~e:rved, in_ Figure 9(b) ·appea.r~-b8 . :_ ~- r-· . _ 
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. much _larger than·:· th~se. observed in pr·evi.ous thin·. foil ·1.n~ 
vest1gat1on. Comparison wi~h Figu1,.~· 9( a)- shows that the. 
' 
. . 
.· ~~rtic_l_e_s ____ ac____tually are co.mparable in si-ze to those noted. 
. in thin foils but that distortion in dark field and re-\ 
. ' plica movement durir1g exposul'·e made the particles appear 
la1"ger." Sever~l _otJ1e1, __ q.iffraction.--P~-t.tern~ were obtained -
. 
. 
_ . ____ ·c ____ :r;rom· carbon ex-tracUon replioa-s- -of---{)fle_ and- two-cy-c-1-ed· mar 
l . . 
-tensite specimens of the V _alloy. ~able III summarizes. 
I the results, obtained and compares the observed d spacings -







rela.tion of d spacings of the· f 1r·st tµree diffraction rings 
~.· 
. . .... ~-- ';.l':):, 
• ~ .. r,Y.-
. , • '· ... ::-..:._ .... ; .· ~ . . ¢~.>-.,,,-·,,- . . /l 
with the d spacings· of vc ~nd :tt}e absence of major dif-
-,. ~-- ,.............. . ~·- . . ·.. ~ 
fraction rings from Fe3c




pr~cipitate observed 1n the thin foils and in dark field 
-
' illumination of carbon extraction replicas is indeed vana-
r.. diu~ c~rb1de. 
• ' / 
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The average.mechanical properties of the austenitic 
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A COMPARIS.ON OF OBSERVED d SPACI~GS ON 
SEVERAL CAij.BON EXTRACTION REPLIC s: WITH THOSE )OF VC 
t 
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162 ± 5 
206 ± 4 
142 !- · 8 
·. 231 + 9 
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2-56.; + 4 I . 
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260 + 1 
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85 + 6 
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+ 70 1 
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45 ± 1 
24 ± 1: 
26 ± 3 
22 ± 4 
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+ 17 2. 
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18.8 ±. J.' 
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34 HomogenLzed 10000c ---
-4 hro-vacuurn 





22 + 5 Hqrnogen·1 ze~ l~ooPc-. ~ 
-1-hr.-a.ir 






27 +: 7- Reversed 610°c _, 
molten-.. lead i 
27. 7 
28 1 I 
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mult1p~~----?r~~-~~~ 'I'1?:~ __ .. _var1ation in the. data for the se_y~~~-!-~---------------·---------'----'-
' \. tests is noted. The yield st1'engths of the two alloys 1n. · .· .... ~- . . 
. t·he uncy'cled condition are ab~ut the same ~rid -were in-
· ·creased up to a factor of three by cyclic tr~atment. 
Similar yield.· strength 1ri.creases have.· ~een · noted previous-
ly for an Fe~l'li-. JC alloy? and the~efore no great sti'ength-
ening effect in the austenite ca11-he a.tt_ributed to the 
carbide-forming elements., The tensile strengths of,both 
alloys are also significantly increased, especially for 
...... -
the V alloy, and · the large differences between the yield .. 
and tensile strengths -in the cycled cond1 tion reflect a 
. large work hardening/ capacity. for the treat·ed samples 
despite their increased strength. Total elongations.on 
the order of 20% in the· cycled condition alsd show the 
work hardening capacity of the strengthened samples.~ 
The-effects or· multiple cycles on the V alloy are shown 1n 
Figu1~e 10. Tbe results obt-a1ned are in agreement with 
I 
those obtained by Hyatt and Krauss 7 that by far the great-
est·1ncrement of strength~ning occurs after the.first 
cycle. In fact, in the prese~t case, mul t1ple cycl~s ,··ap- · 
pear to be · deleterious t.o b·oth yield strength and · elon-
ga t1on • 
. .,, 
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J:. ·1'hese ser,1"a.ti?ns ;·a.1·e 1·1111stratea·-~iii-:F1::gura 1 .. 1. -· rhel ser~ 
.. . . 
.rat ions c.~onsist of _small· plEftea11s ·or ·rapid elongation · 
follo·wed by st~ess- drops.. As a result of the. stra.1n-
1nduced transformat1o·n, necking of the specimens was sup- · 
<;7'' 
. pres~ied, alth.01.1gh not completely absent 111 the cycled 
specimens. Figure 12 s.hows stra·1·n-induced martensite in 
the gage length of a broken tensile specimen of the· Cr 
all~y o;riginally in the ho111ogenized condition. About 60·~ 
of the volume is now TUartens1te. Serrations in the cycled 
I "•, 
~--"·r-,:'1-....... ··'' 
~pe6Ifueris started at·loads slightly below the 0.21 offset 
yield strength but these .ser~ations were very fai·nt and -
1t is felt that the o. 2t offset vi_~ld ~~engths as measured 
. --1 . 
·are .fairly good 1nd1cat1ons of the strength of the aus-
ten1 t1c matrices • 
• 
r1ore detailed examination of the results presented_·· 
ln Ta.ble IV shows that t.he yield strengt~ of the Cr alloy 
austen1te was.doubled while that of the V alloy was in-
creased by a factor of about thre.e. rhis ls not su1'pr1s-
-
- • J.;,, ,· 
.:. 0 .·-
1ng when one considers that the martensit1c parent struc.-
t11re. of the c.y-cled Cr alloy conta.1ned 65( martens1te com-
pared to 87( in the V alloy. rhis means that a smaller 
-
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. duced by d1slo6at1o~ interactions is rtot sii(f1c1ent to 
. compensate fol' the· 1t,tcrease in -s.tress. which accompanies 
.. necking. In order to delay- necking. and realize an in- ." 
. ' 
crease in the uniform elongation,· Zackay et. al •. worked 
with alloys that underwent a strain-induced transformation. 
Ductility is increased by this mechanism because barriers 
.. 
'. 
-to- dislocation movement ~n.,.;the form of martens1te plates 
are introduced during straining, thus causing a high rate 
of strain harden~ng. 
The capacity of a material · to strain harden is often . 
. . 
expressed quantitatively by the strain-hardening coef-
ficient, n, where. the true stress-strain curve is assumed 
·. j 21 
to obe_y the relation tr= k ,n· . It can be shown that 
the value of the true stress a.t neckihg for a material 
that obeys this. equat1.on is numerically equal to n. Also 
• 
-~· -
McC11ntock22 has derived· a-n expression for the fracture 
' ~ .. 
strain of a material which fra.·ctures by void coalesc_ence 
,. 
which shows tha.t the fracture strain increases with an tn-
crease inn. Rosenfield and Hahn23 have g1~en some 1nd1-
/'· 
catio·n that the plane strain fracture toughness is propor-
,. 
.. 
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. _det·ermin1ng, the duct11.1t.Y'. of a &·t~:r1al~ ·ai. plot· ·of log· ..... · .. <!>'.·. -. ;,·_;'·,. •·• •. :· .: . 
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~--··----··""··- ·~-------·· -~---tTUe. stress versus. log true- strain was made for~-austen.;.;.~-~--:2--··: · ··. ·. - ·::... - ':. " .• 
-~ 
... ,.. 
1t1c specimens -of the Cr and V ~lloys,. Fi.gures 13and i·4, .. · .. -.~ · 
. ' 
·-·--
respectively·.· . Neit_her. of the curves shown 1s ·11near, ___ . 
I ' n • ,, • •. 
1nd1c·at1.ng that the :relation. tr.= k E · does not hold for 
the ·complete st:res!f-st~ain curve. However, each· curve 
can be broken d·own into two linear portions, each with its 
own n value. · The n values obtained in this· manner are·. 
·I 
reported in Ta.ble V. · It should be noted that the degree. · ·-
of strain hardening may be somewhat higher than_1nd1cated, 
by th.e n values measured because .some of the elongatio·n 
1s due to the expansion accompanying the martens1t1c 
transfo:rmat1on rather than plastic d,eformation. Also, the 
latter portions of the curves in Figures 13 and 14 ,-~a.pre-
sent a wide range of strains and therefore the ·higher .n 
values are in effect for m9~t of the tensile test. 
MECHANICAL PROPERrIES OF MARTENSITES 
, Table VI gives the average mechanical properties of 
.--m.artens1t1c specimens of., the ·plain Fe-Ni-C, Cr, and V alloys. 
' • . _,d:;t 
The amounts of martensite determined from discs cut from 
.the ends of tensile specimens 1s also _give_~. It is 1mpor-
. tant· 1n comparing strengths of the alloys in the marten-
• I ~· 
. ' ~. 
/f 
·~-·--·-a _ __.__-~~- - . ---~ .:-·-:.~:~-=-s1t10 condition to· consider a.lso the amount of martensite - - --,. -----~--::-----·; 
-~- -.::-.- -
(!. 
, , .in the structure. In order to fac111 tate strength com-
. 
I 
. '' ' ~ . parisons a curve of yield strength versus percent. uncvcled 
,., 
. . 
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VALUES OF THE STRAIN ·· HARDENING COEFFICIENT, n, 






Alloy Condition segment I ·segment II 
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AVERAGE* MECHANICAL PROPER'rIES OF MARTENSITES 
. 
Plain Cr Alloy T .s. I ksi y ~S • • ks1 % Elongation ~ R.A. ~ Mar~ens1ie· ! 3% 
r, 
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226 ! 6 
257 ! 3 
1 
+··· 269 _ \5 
229 + 1 
-
276 + 1 
-
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· 128 ! 4 · 
140 + 2 
-
186 ! 6 -
161 + 3 
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B.4 ! 2 
6.7 ! J 
J .• 2 + .J 
-
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12 + 1 
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47 
11 ± 5 
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*All va+ttes given represent the average of at lea.st three tensile tests excep·t 
those given for multiple cycles, for wh1Qh two tests were performed in each· 
cond1t+on. 
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be~aus~~the least squares curve calculat~d for e•ch alloy . . r 
,, 
·. sepa.ratelv was close to that .. calcula~ed.~·fter. comb1n1~g. 
the ~ata. Note that this good correlation between the ~--' .· 
stre~gths.of the two alloys supports the assumption that 
~ 
- -· · sufficient· carbon was 1n ,solution in the Cr ·alloy in spite 




of the coarse carbides ptesent after homogenization •. It 
ls probably safe to assume that the relationship shown in 
-
Figure· 15 holds· also· for the plain Fe-:11-C all.oy because 
the single data p~int for this alloy lies close to the 
calculated least squares curve for the other two alloys. 
,. 
-The increment of strengthening by cyclic transforma~ 
tion in the plain Fe-N1-C alloy (see Figure 16) 1s about 
18 ks1. A s·imilar ~odest increase in strength was alsor-
notlced by Hyatt and Krauss 7 in the same alloy. ~ote 
-from :rable" VI that this increase in strength was not paid 
for by a loss .in duct111 ty, in fact both elongation and 
reduction in area increased after cycling. 
A comparison between the conventional and cycled:mar-
1 
tenslte of the Cr alloy shows that _the yield-strength of. 
\. 
the cy_cled specimens actually falls below the expect~d 
' 
strength for a like amount of uncycled martensite. This 
effect could be due to overtempering upori_reve~s~l or .. 
· ·--· - -------- -- ----·-----·-
---·--------- ------ . --~--·--· . -- ·- --
---·- -- . 
possibly due to recovery of .. the revers~d austen1te.at 
, 
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.. -~ ... 
·- . -~-~dary_hardentng temperature ·~f about 450°c usuallv ob-
·,-· 
-servecl 1n comrnerci~l- ch1"omium steels. · 
- - ..... . 
When the Cr allo.v was partially l"eversed ·to 50, . 
. martens1te prior.to cooling 1n_l1qu1d nitrogen, a struc-
ture which was over 90( martenslte was· obtained. This 
composite of ·tempered martensite, retained austenit~e-, and 
c,ycled ma'rtensite showed an increase. in _yield strength of 
about 16 ksi over the same amount of conventional marten-
site (see Figure 16). 
The cycled V alloy showed ·an increment of strengthen-




. the plain Fe-Ni-C alloy. This difference in strengt.hen-
.. 
1ng by cyclic transformation emphasizes the role of strong 
carbide formers in the formation of fine carbides and de-
V: . l,.- . 
velopment of strengt.h and is analyzetr"1.ri detail in the 
'-· 
. ·~-
following section. Along with the substantial increase in 
strength was a good increase in ductility over the uncycled 
' ..... . __ ,. 
structure, from approximately 3" to 12.% elongation. 
Multiple cycles of transfor~ation were perrormed on 
{ (-,. 
the m.artens1tes of the V alloy. Varying amounts of mar-
tensite·were obtained 1n this manner, but no clear trend 
was observed. The increment of strengthening for 1, 2, 
"' 
J a-nd_ 5 cy-cles is ·· shown · in ---F1·gure 17 • Observe t·hat- ·the ------
increment of strengthening over uncycled martensite re-
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. Ari analysis of the ef·fect of cycl~c transform&t1on · -"-~~---~-----. ~. ~----- . -- - . ---. - - - . - .......... ~-~--
~· 
-on° st·rength must necessarily begin by cons1def1ng tvhe' 
• 
' 
'I various factors which infiuenoe strength. A quant.1tat1ve. _ · 
evaluation of these factors is difficult and necessarily 
involves empirical measurements and simplifJing assump-
- .tions. This section d~velops such an analysis for the V 
. __ ,,,_---
. ~ alloy in the uncycled and one-cycle .martens1t1c eond1t1ons. 
·, 
24 Conrad has described the flow stress of iron and 
steel by the relation.· 
,II., t.:., 
( )) 
• where a is the ther1llal component of stress and depends 
upon the temperature, T, and strain rate, e 
• The second 
. . term 1s a fu-nct1on of dislocation density ( p ) , the pre-
cipitate -spacing ( ~ ), and amowit of·carbon in 1ntarst1-J 
. 
~, t1al solution (f). In the last term k is a constant and 
- ,.,~·-
---
dis the grain size. 
.~, 
In order to evaluate ·the strength or martena1te, the 
second te:rm of equation (3) can be broken down into the 
sum of d1slocation 0 dispersion, and solid solut1on.atrenph~. 
4 ... ening terms as follows 1 
- . 
o-6 = a1G bP + a2GbX1 + Cl/'14 .a . (4) 
.. -..--:· 
--·-· --~- -·-· ·----~-
------- - --- -- - _,,.~·· 
- where G- is the shea:r modulus,. q is the· magnitude of the. 
-
.Burger vector, w ~~ weight percent carbon in solution, and 
' 
J JJ 
- . " 
- . ..., __ _ 
.... 
. ·.:· 
.,... . ' 
., ,;. 
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• 11? . ..... 
· · _-tempereq. Fe-N'i--C alloys that the o. 2% \ qffset yi·eld strength 
l .• 
' 
ob~ys the relation · 
.. 
0o.2(psi) = 67,000 + 1.9 x10 5 w!t2 




The first term in equation (5) can be_considered to repre-...... 
. 
sent th~ effects of tr• , -kdi, and the dislocation den- · 
. "" . ! 
sity term in equat1on __ (4) so that the overall strength of 
~,-. -
Fe,-N1-c alloys when prec1p1 tates are presene-1 should be 
~--
-------~-- ---: ·given by 
·.,!-
,. 
... -t . s V2 I 0"0.2 ( Psi ) = 67, 0 0 0 + 02G b A + I. 9 x I O w 
'. Before making a quantitative estimate of the strength 
of the V alloy,~ choice ofthe·valu~ of the constant ~z 
must be made. Analysis of indepenaent results obtained 
for carbide and nitride precipitates in mild steels by 
L8slie26 , Keh and Wr1edt 27 and Gray et. ai. 28 gives values 
of 0.5, o.67, and 0.5, respectively. A value of 0.5 will 
be used in this analysis. 
· The base value of 67,000 ·psi 1n·, equations (5) and , 
(6) includes the grain size term, the thermal term (er*')·, 
and the dislocation density term. In comparing the yield 
"" -• ..... 
.. 
... 
.- . . f 
_. --------·. __________ ~~strength _o_f~_eyc·led with uncycle-d- martensite, -one must- a-1-s-o --- ~---------+----
I 
consider a change in this base value due to an increase in 
~ ··-·---··· - ---- --
'I 
...... 
,' ~ -dislocation density and ref1n~ment -of structure •. Krauss 
-. 
"' 
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. ,. -:/ a·bou·t· 10 ks1 after subjecting an Fe-JON1, alloy to one 
-~ -- . . ----- -----,-------~------------ .. -. 
-~------~-----~-·---·-- '- -
----~ .. ~~----------· ---------- -. / ... ~ 
......... ';'.  
. '_.,..-·cycle of transformation. Therefore in the ·present analysis., ·_ 
- . . 
-;' ... ',• 
. ... ... 
. ~=-,...·' 
- ·---- - .•. --- • • l 
1t will be assumed that the increase in dislocation den-
I. f ' ' 
s1ty anq.· refinement of ma.rtensitic, plate ·s.~ze together 
.. 
contribute 10 ks1 to the yield strength upon cycling so 
. that for a cycled Fe-N1-C base martensite, ·. 
_, 
\ .5 
CT0•2 (psi)= 77,000+ 0.5Gb I\ + 1.9 x 10 ( 7) 
· ~ When the precipitate is a carbide the last 'two terms 
"C,;? 
of equations ( 6 ) · and . ( 7·) are not independent.. If the· car-
- 29 
~1de species, size and.shape are known, Cox shows that 
it_is possible to calculate the amount of carbon which 1~ 
left 1n interstitial solution after the precipitation pro-
I 
cess. For the V alloy, assuming spherical VC precipitates 




0. _3-1 ( ~ + 2 R ) - 7 9. 8 R · 
3 3 
( ~ + 2 R ) - · 4.17 R 
as s·hown 1n ·the Appendix. 
( 8') ' 
Using equation (5·), a value of 173 ks1 was calculated 
for the o •. 2i oflfset yield strength of the uncycled mar- _ 
_______ tensite of the V alloy in the 100% martens1t1c condit.1on. 
This gave fair agreement to the extrapolated ·value of 184 
•• 
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. L - , V . .. . .. 
. . .. :ii . The ~~dius artd spacing of the p~r~lcles: in the ·cycled 
. 
. $artens1t1c. cond1 t1on ·were dete1--mined by transm1ss1_on. 
• 
I 
·e1ec-t1~on microscopy' to· be about 50A and 375A, respectively, 
as reported in the Electron Microscopy section. The shear 
modulus, G, was t.aken as 1.19 x 107 ps129 and bas 2.5 x 
10-8 cm._. Using these values 1n equations (7) and (8), a 
theoretical yield strength of 205 ksi was calculated for 
the cycled martensite. The theoretical increment of 
strengthen1n.g for 100<,( martensite is then seen to be 32· .ks1. 
' This is comparable to the observed increase of 34 ksi for 
the a2i martens1t1c structure of the cycled_V alloy~ 
An ana.lys1.s-of equations (7) and (8·) _shows.that max-
imum strength of the cycled martens1te may be obtained by 
. balancing the dispersion and 1nterst·1 tial st'fengthening 
terms. Figure 18 shows the theoretical variation 'in· the· 
individual contributions t·t,- strength 1n terms of equation 
(7) as a function o,f A . for· 50A radius particles. The 
-
optimum overall strength ~occurs whe.n the particle spacing 
is around 400A, which 1s close to t-hat measured. in thin 
foils of the V alloy. 





. . . depends upon partic:J_e size. ·- Figure .19 shows this theoreti- · -- ·-~-----------~--~ ... . - . - - - - . ---· "7--- ·---- -- ·-. -- - --- ----- -- - -- -- - -- - - - . . . {/ 
-J ca1 strength· or 100% cvcied ma,rtens1te as a runct1on, or A . 
- ---- - ··-- -- -- -- - ·---
- -- --
. ' 
- -- --·- ~ - ·, . -
- ---··--·-·----- ---·-·-·----- --··-- -. ----·-· 
. 
.. for various part.1-cle .s.izes._-.No.te -that -t-he- smaller the-
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ticle radius·· is. larger than about 100A. These observations 
: .. ~ 
concerning the ·theoretical strength of cycled· ma.~_tensite 
may prove to be helpful in further s·tud1es. If. a suf-
C ficient number of nucleation sites-are present for the-al-
' loy carbides, optimum strength may be obtained by variation 
of reversa1·t1mes and, to some extent, reversal tempera-. 
tures. 
The foregoing analysis,shows the value of vanadium. 
1-n strengthening martensite by cyclic transformation • 
Its preyence makes possible the· prec1p1tation of fine VC 
\. 
. . particles during cycling wh~ch act to d1spers1on strengthen-
, . '.-
the matrix. It should-be noted, however, that·there exists 
an ideal dispersion for a given particle size ~hioh m.aJ 
or may not be. reached by cyclic transformation. 
\ 
., 
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. ~ . CONCLUSIONS 
1. Cycl1c · trans format.ion increased austeni tic yield 
strength from approximately 28,000 vsi to 62,000· 
:and 85,000 _psi for the C~ and V alloys,\r~spect1vely. · 
This . strengthening .1-s essentially· the same as that 
-~-~---· --~--~~----~--- p:roduced by cyclic transformation 1n Fe-Ni-C alloys 
and is attributed to the substructure and high dis-
location densities produced 1n austenite by· cycl1~ 
transformation. 
... . 
2. The formation of strain-induced martensite during 
.... _ -.------ -----
-
. "\\ tensile te~ting of austenitic alloys resulted in a 
high rate of strain hardening, large uniform elonga-
·t1ons, and tensile strengths characteristic of ma~teq-1 
s1t1c structures. For e,xa.mple, l"n,_ the V alloy :.aus-. 
. . . 
. • .. i. \ 
, . 
te~ite, a single cycle of transformation \produced a 
tensile strength of 230,000 psi and 22;(· elongation. 
J. · The strengthening ··effe.ct obtainable 1n martens1t1c 
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ing elements · is dependent ~_:pQn t_he all111 ty_·to fo_rm -· ----·---~ ~' ~ 
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-4. The V ailoy had a. reversi1.l temperature, 610P-c, wni-ch---~:- ' . . -· __.., __ 
- ! 
' . 
. ~ --_=~-~. --= 
er 
. ~-
' order of· 100A in diameter without reooverv .. of the ma-
_trix upori reversal.· A st~ength increase of 34,000 psi 
ovel' a similar amount of uncycled martehsite was ob-
tained by cyclic transformation in this alloy, com~ 
. 
pared to an increase of only 18,000 psi for the plain 
Fe-Ni-C alloy. 
5. The Cr alloy had a relatively high reversal tempera-
tur~ and overtempering and/or recovery resulted in 
-.. . 
poor_ strengthening response after cycl-1c transtormat1on. 
) 
---
. -~- ,,· 
-.,. 
------- - - --- ·· -6. - It .is possible to· make quantitative estimates of the 
/ 
- ,· 
· 'strength of cycled martens1te as a function. of pre-
f) 
cipitate .size and spacing and the effects of prec1p1-
.. 
tation on carbon in solution. Such an analysis in-
dicates the possibility or obta1n1ng·much greater 1ncre- · 
I 
ments of strengthening by varying the cyclic process 
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APPENDIX·_ _ _· 
.. 
DERIVATI0t'1 014' ·WT.% CARBt>N f&' IijTEfiSTil'I~L SOLUTION A.FTER 
PRECIPITATIQlq OF VC- PARTICLES OF RADIUS R AND SPACING X .• 
This analysis assumes a cubic array of spherical.Ve 
part1c·les with radius .R and spacing ~ • Each VC particle \ -····· 
is then associated with-·a total volume of matrix and pre-
c1p1tate ( ~ + 2R) 3. VC is 50 atomic% or 19.1 wt.t car--~ 
bon. The wt.% carbon 1n solution after th~ prec1p1tat1on 
' 
occur~. w, will be given by 
w = wt. C 1n volume outside articles x 100 total wt. Fe+c· of the volume outside the particles 
(A-1) 
That~ is, 
100 x[ ( original wt. of C in. matrix) -w = (wt.- C 1n VC particles) ] total wt. of the volume outside particles (A-2) 
I.,";'" 
· Since the original wt. fraction C in interstitial solution 
of the V alloy was .0031, 
100[(:00)lj ( ~ +2R)) ( P Fe+.00)1C) -w = ( .191) (4/3 T R3) ( PVC)]·. [ ( X +2R) J ~ 4/3 Tr R3 J fF Fe + <. OOJ1C (A-J) 
• where Pie· + .0031c = or1g1na:1 density or the matrix· .-~--------· .··-·-------------- - - - - ·- ~-- , .•..•.•. --·--- ·-· -::! -!.·'° • • 
p vc 
= density of the VC 
·• 
, ,.,.,. ,:, ~ \ ., 
.· "T·•· 
. . ... ' 
and P Fe +<. OO)lC· = density .of ttie matrix after prec_1~'--·----"--~--- -"·-··------·- -·-------- .. - ... ------- ---··-----···-. ' 
---
........ , --·---· 
--~---·-
- .--
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, r <. 0031C' are approx1li1ately then 
·~-.--...---___ ... _...._,---·---
. ~ . 
·( A-J.) s1mp·l1·f1es to 
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-~, Figure · i._ ____ Structures __ obtained be-fore arid after cyclLc 
transformation on. the -er -ai-ioy·.-_ -- {A}- as-ho!Do'5e-n1zea -
e a:usten1 te, (~B t as-quenched 111art.ensi_te, ( C) c ye led· . 
~auatenite _( oblique . _1llum1nat\o?J.) _. ( D) c.ycled mar- · 
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- - e1g11re 3. S.truct.ure-s-o~a-ln.~~~f 9_r~ -and __ af_t:er- _·c7cl:tc 
- ·· trans-f<;>rmat1on on, the -V alloy. - _(A) ~as·~homog~n1zed 
··austen1te .( 19ox.), (B) as---quenched mart·ens1te { lOOOX), ( C) cycled ~usten1~te-_.(·10.00X., _oblique illumination), 
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Figure 4. Structures obta1ne~ before and after cyclic 
transformation on the plain Fe-N1-C alloy. -(A) as-
- -.-· homoge-nl-zed austen1te ( 100X)-, ( B) as-quenched mar-
tens1te (500X), (C) cycled austen1te (420X, oblique 1llum1nat1on), (D) cycled martens1te (1500X). Lfght photom1crographs. 
{) 
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' . Figure 5. Fine structure of single - cycled 
austenite of the V allov showing dislocation tangles and fine precipitate' particles. 
rransm1ss1on electro~ ~1crograph (27,000X). 
~· 
. t. 0 JI. 1111t~~· ·· I . f 
F1~re &. Fine structure ·or the single-cycled 
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Fi~ure ?. Fine particles and dislocation tan-
gles 1n cvcled austen1te of the V alloy. 
r ransrn1ss ion elect1'on micrograph ( 81, 800X.). 
. o.2.p. , . -
-~ I ... \ L --
- Q Figure 8. Fine particle~ in martensite plate of 
the V allo.1 in the martens·l--tic condition. 
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Figure 9. (A) Bright field illumination __ of.~. a ___ 2_ar~o_g_ ex~ --" _____ _ 
- traction repl1c~· or 'tne Cs-Ingle-cycled V alloy marten-· 
·site, (B} Dark field 1llum1nat1on of the .same area 
- showing fine precipitate particles; -(C) D1ffract1on pattern of area 1n (k) and (B) showing ring from 
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NUMBER OF CYCLES 
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Figu1·e 10. Tensile stre11.gth,- yield strength·, 
and elongati<;>n for ve.1,.1ous cycles of trans-
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ENGINEER ING STRAIN, ~ 
F1gur't~ 11. Pa.rt of the stress-strain curve for fully reve1'sed 
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Figure 12. Stra1~-1nduced martens1te in t he 
gage length of a broken tensile specimen 
of the as-homogenized Cr alloy. Light 
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F1gu1·e 15. Yield strength versus percent martena1te 
for uncycled martens1tes of the Cr and V alloya • 
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Figu111e 17. A portion of the yield strength versus 
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